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By purchasing this package, you are hereby granted the right to use this copy of 
this software, subject to the following restrictions: 

1. You may not copy, or distribute any copies of this software or 
documentation,with the exception of copies made for back-up purposes. 

2. We still retain all rights to this software, meaning that by purchasing this 
software you can use it, but we still own the code, algorithms, designs, 
copyrights, patents and anything else related to this software. 

3. You agree not to reverse engineer this product. 

4. You understand that this software may not be free of bugs or errors. We’ve 
done our best to make sure that the software is bug-free, but sometimes bugs 
happen. 

5. We are not liable for any damage caused by this software, whether it’s trashed 
files, or trashed recording sessions! We don’t expect this to happen, but you 
can’t be too careful. Back-up your data regularly! 


IN ANY CASE, OUR LIABILITY IS LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT THAT YOU PAID 
FOR THIS SOFTWARE. 


That said, we want you to be happy with this software. If you have a problem 
with this product, tell us, and we will try to correct the problem. If we can’t 
correct the problem, and you choose to return the product, we will refund your 
money without giving you a hassle. 
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LICENSE AGREEMENT:



System Requirements: 

Plugin Formats:  VST/AU - 64bit /32 Bit , AAX 

PC/MAC: 

Windows XP SP2 or later / OSX 10.6.8 or later 
Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz / AMD Athlon 64 or equivalent 2 GB RAM / 300 MB HD 

Screen resolution: 1024×768 
VST2, AU, or AAX 32-bit or 64-bit host  

INSTALLATION: 

OSX: 

 
• Double click on the slampro.pkg file


• Right click on the package and click open


• Follow the instructions to install the plug-in(s) Follow the instructions to install the 
plug-in(s) 


Windows: 

• Run slampro.exe 

•Follow the instructions to install the plug-in(s)


Registration: 

In demo mode the plugin will fully function for 15 days (trial mode) .


Upon purchase, just enter your serial key and email address and the


plugin will be fully functional with no restrictions.

INSTALLATION:



SLAM PRO is a Mix Phattener Processor with control over the Bass Section, 
Presence and Air, Compression, Saturation, Stereo Width and Loudness of 
your track. 


All these sections of this amazing plugin come with selections for different 
"Flavours". 


All musicians and producers have different taste and different genres of tracks 
that they create, hence we created the ultimate channel strip with 3 knobs for 
controlling the Sub Bass, Thump & Low Boom of the channel or mix, there 
are 3 Flavours of Heat ( Saturation ) , 3 types of AIRZ or High Frequency & 
presence control.., 4 types of POP Compression suitable to the entire mix and 
drums/instruments/ synths & sampler sounds. CRUSH Limiter and Loudness 
maximizer.


This is the ultimate channel strip that gives you a combination of processors 
and signal chains to create a variety of sonic flours on your tracks or even the 
entire mix! 

Comes with a lot of presets to get you started.


A simple yet powerful tool with the just the right controls to dial in the sound 
that you desire.

OVERVIEW:



CONTROLS

BASS SECTION: 
SUB – Dial in some really low frequencies! 
careful with this control. This is great when 
youre mixing your sound live on a huge PA 
system in a club or other venue.. add that 
room rumbling low end. Dialing into the -ve 
side actually removes the mud from your 
tracks, bringing more clarity and definition in 
your mix.


THUMP –Your mix or kick lack lacking 
some chest hitting thump ? Dial this in to get 
a “tight” bass response on your mix or 
individual track. Dialing into the -ve side 
reduces the thump or definition… so on a 
kick or mix where its already too much, you 
can tame it down a little with this control.


BOOM – Like those 808 sub sounds, but 
also want them to be heard on smaller 
speakers as well as large systems? This is 
your control  to dial “in” or dial “out” those 
boomy frequencies from your mix… so what 
sounds good.., use your ear.




HEAT SECTION: 

1, 2 or 3 type Saturation: 

This control provides the 3 flavours of 
awesome sounding distortion/ saturation to 
add to any individual track or the entire mix. 
Add edge to your drums or mix, or add 
subtle or harsh distortion to your synths, 
piano, vocals and anything you are passing 
through this. The Heat Dial lets you get as 
much or as little of this effect into your track 
or mix.


AIRZ SECTION: 
1, 2 or 3 type Mid/High End 
Presence:  

A 3 frequency selector lets you choose 5k, 
10k or 15 k High shelf boost with a special 
enhancer process to bring more “Air” or 
“Clarity /Sharpness” to your mix.. Just Dial 
this in to make your tracks or mix “clear” and 
“present”.




POP:  
A super Compressor with 4 settings to 
“POP” your Mix quickly. Different mixes 
and tracks have different dynamics, and 
hence the 4 settings to check which one is 
most suitable to your material. Dial in more 
or less of the effect as the moving the dial 
changes the threshold of the compressor.


CRUSH: 
This is the last stage in this processor and 
is a “level maximizer” that can get your 
tracks to sound louder , yet pleasant .


STEREO EXPANDER: 
Add width and depth your tracks or entire 
mix very easily, yet get control over 2 
bands of the mix. This gives you control 
over the bass, mids and highs stereo width 
separately, so you can completely tailor the 
width of your mix to be more mono or 
stereo in 2 different bands. The two zones 
are selectable via a crossfader that allows 
you to set the crossover point for the 2 
bands of stereo expansion.


INPUT/ OUPUT: 
Increase or decrease the level of your input 
signal via the input knob, and increase or 
decrease the output signal with the output 
knob.


WET/DRY: 
This control lets you control the balance 
between the “processed” signal from Slam 
Pro and the original signal (dry) signal.
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